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* LETTER OF TRANSMISSION WITH LESSON FOUR * 
Dear Fellow-Student : 

Here is Lesso.n Number Four. It will reinforce Numher Three and will make your understanding of 
Number Three a little more clear perhaps. This great Power of God, so invisible, is so powerful. Just 
think of i~taking a few grains of wheat and transforming them into thousands of grains. Wonderful 
-wonderful-wonderful. Yet so commonplace that one may say-"Oh, it's just nature." Maybe so. 
But if it is, then wouldn't your life be a ceautiful thing if that same "nature" were dwelling in it? Of 
course it would. It's more than "nature." It's nature's God we are finding. And you sh0uid feel like 
shouting for joy that you are, at long last, on the way whi .... h leads to God. It's a ble;;sed ~oad we are 
travelling together. Let's keep close to each other. I can help you and you can help me. Keep your 
affirmation going. THIS' WORLD WAS CREATED BY THE SPOKEN WORD, SO DON T TH tNK 
THAT MERELY REPEATING THAT STATEMENT HAS NO POWER. You will find it 3,; poweriu; 
it will stagger you before you finish your Studies with me. 

Cordially your friend and fellow-Student. 

QUESTIONS FOR LESBON NUMBER FOUR 

1. What was the main point contR.ined in Lesson Three? 
2. Give two of Doctor Robinson's examples of the operation of the God-Law. 
3. Is the Intelligence which causes grain to grow a part of the soil itself? 
4. What is the Intelligence which prohib ~ts scorpions from being produced from bluebirds' 
eggs? 
5. Is this Power a human Power? 
6. Is sorrow and poverty the "lot" of any human being? 
7. If peace can be found, in what can it be found? 
8. What kind of a Power is Doctor Robir: son teaching? 
9. What indisputable fact is Doctor Robinson trying to drive home to you in this Lesson? 
10. Doctor Robinson is doing everything in his power to help you, but in the last analysis, 
whose responsibility is it that you find and use the Power of the Realm of the S'pirit of God'? 


